
Stickiness 


I’m allergic to stickiness

It makes me come out in spots

It’s seems like I’m surrounded

By lots and lots and lots and lots and lots

Of stickiness


I don’t like sticky fingers

I don’t like sticky toes

When I get to close to it

I cough and sneeze and wheeze and get a runny nose


Oh stickiness.  Gets all over.

Stickiness  Stay away from that sofa.

Stickiness

If that’s a loaf of bread that’s alright coz I don’t mind crumbs


Doo doo bee doo doo, doo bee doo doo, doo bee doo doo. X4


I don’t know how or why

It seems to follow me

From the bottom of the Great Slave Lake (deepest lake in Canada)

To the top of the highest peak (that’s Mount Logan, in the Yukon)


Oh stickiness.  I’ll get a tissue.

Stickiness.  And some spit too.

Stickiness

I’m gonna dab all round your mouth and embarrass you in front of all your friends


It might be jam or honey,

It might be a bottle of pop

I’m starting to feel a bit queasy 

So can we please just stop


Oh stickiness.  One more time now.

Stickiness.  I wish I knew how.

Stickiness

Could be a source of good in the world

(Lori Nancy)  Why don’t we all just stick together

  (Tim) That’s right, let’s just stick together

And fight evil and greed and corruption and make the world better

(Lori Nancy)  You’ve changed genre from humour to message but whatever.

(Tim)  Lets just sing it together

Doo doo bee doo doo, doo bee doo doo, doo bee doo doo. X4




In his song “Stickiness”, Sing Along Tim mentions the name of the deepest lake in 
Canada.

What is the name of the deepest lake in Canada? _______________________


Can you find it on the map?


What province or territory is it in?


 ______________________________________


What is the largest lake in Canada?


_______________________________________


What province or territory is it found in?


__________________________________


Find the “Great Lakes” on the map.

Write down their names.


____________________________________


____________________________________


____________________________________


____________________________________






In his song “Stickiness”, Sing Along Tim mentions the ‘highest peak” or 
highest mountain in Canada.

What is the name of the highest mountain in Canada?


______________________


Can you find it on the map.


What province or territory is it found in?


_______________________________
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